Animal-caused injuries are very common on dairy farms. Understanding cow behavior and perception can
help workers handle animals appropriately. Aniticipating how cows may act or react is a critical skillset.
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OBJECTIVE

To help dairy workers understand
cow behavior and perception
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. Which senses do cows rely on?
2. What are some common behaviors you’ve noticed in cows?

TRAINING POINTS

Cows are herd animals. Their natural instinct is to avoid predators and seek protection in the herd.
They will move away from perceived threats that approach them.
A cow’s vision is not very clear.
It takes cows longer to observe and register information. This causes them to move more slowly than humans
Walking downhill, over shadows or into a facility can make them nervous because of this limited vision
Cows have a blind spot. They cannot see directly behind themselves.
Approaching from behind may startle them
Cows have wide vision and are easily distracted by things off to their sides.
Cows have great hearing. They can hear you from far away.
There is no need to yell, whistle loudly or bang on things
Sudden, loud noises make them nervous
Cows have a great sense of smell and use it as a form of communication.
Nervous cows release pheromones (scented chemicals) that other cows can smell; these pheromones may
cause other cows to become nervous or stressed
Cows like being familiar with their surroundings.
When pushed toward an unfamiliar place, cows will try to return to the place they’ve just come from
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KEY TAKEAWAYS

Cows are more comfortable when surrounded by members of the herd.
Cows have unclear vision that makes them move more slowly than humans.
Cows have great hearing — there is no need to yell or make loud noises around them.
Cows like familiarity and will return to places they’ve just come from.
If one cow is nervous, she will likely make other cows nervous.
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